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The estate of change: The specialist rebellion and the 
democratic movement in Moscow, 1989-1991 

MARC GARCELON 
University of California, Berkeley 

The August 1991 overthrow of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
destroyed the institutional foundation of the Soviet political order, pre- 
senting a classic case of political revolution in Alexis de Tocqueville's 
sense.1 The following study reconstructs the relation between systemic 
change and collective action before, during, and after "the August Revo- 
lution" by means of a sociological analysis of the principal organization 
of the democratic movement in Russia at the end of the Soviet period, 
Democratic Russia or DemRossiia. In 1990, DemRossiia united a ple- 
thora of voluntary associations, nascent political parties, pro-reform fac- 
tions in the CPSU, opposition candidates running in semi-free elections, 
and prodemocracy deputies in soviet bodies under a broad opposition 
umbrella intent on democratizing Soviet society. DemRossiia's key role 
in Boris Yeltsin's June 1991 election as the first president of the Russian 
Republic - creating a "dual power" situation that culminated in political 
revolution - underscores the movement's historical significance.2 

In framing pro-democracy protest in late-communist Russia, scholars 
and journalists alike have repeatedly turned to the image of society 
mobilizing against the state.3 The history of Russia's perestroika-era 
democratic movement, however, runs counter to this image: as we shall 
see, DemRossiia was mobilized from above, as an extension of a pro- 
democracy rebellion launched from within the highest echelons of the 
Soviet Party-state. Indeed, this top-down pattern distinguishes Russia's 
democratic movement from Poland's Solidarity and Czechoslovakia's 
"Velvet Revolution": how different our image of Solidarity would be if 
Lech Walesa had been, like Boris Yeltsin, a member of the Communist 
Party's Central Committee. 

The following analysis explains the overlap between fragments of Party 
officialdom and the democratic movement by identifying a shift of polit- 

Theory and Society 26: 39-85, 1997. 
? 1997 Kluier Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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ical opportunities in favor of politically disenfranchised social elites en- 
gendered by the Gorbachev reforms. I reconstruct this shift by linking 
reform from above to a secular decline of the Soviet Party-state's organ- 
izational capacities in the post-Stalin period, a decline framed in terms 
of "the feudalization of Soviet industrial patrimonialism." I focus pri- 
marily on Moscow, where linkages between the institutional structure 
of the old regime and the democratic movement were especially pro- 
nounced. 

The opening section draws a developmental portrait of Soviet industrial 
patrimonialism, with an emphasis on relations between and among So- 
viet elites and urban professionals, the groups most important for the 
political sociology of Democratic Russia. Although the second section 
confirms the predominance of urban professionals - often called "the 
Soviet middle class" - in DemRossiia's Moscow branch, I systematically 
question the "modernization account" of pro-democrary sentiments 
among urban specialists, an account that hinges on the assumption that 
"economic development tends to foster the acquisition of the values, 
attitudes and beliefs we have come to associate with a 'civic culture,' 
regardless of the institutional framework within which development 
takes place."4 This hypothesis often generates the related assumption 
that an expansion of middle positions in Soviet society explains nascent 
democratic attitudes, organizational forms, or pro-democracy mobiliza- 
tion among urban professionals in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Taken 
together, these assumptions constitute a functionalist explanatory strat- 
egy that invokes macrostructural processes (urbanization, differentia- 
tion, increases in statistically described middle positions, and expanding 
levels of educational attainment) to account for both increasing societal 
mobilizational capacities against the CPSU dictatorship, and pro-demo- 
cracy sentiments within "the new Soviet middle class."5 

As a structural-functional argument cast in the familiar terms of "soci- 
ety-versus-the-state," the modernization account of "the new Soviet 
middle-class" and its political rebellion in late-communist Russia fails 
to explain why or how structural change translated into social action.6 
The third and fourth sections aim to bridge such structure-action gaps 
by reconstructing the developmental history of the Democratic Russia 
movement and, in so doing, explain why both Party reformers and many 
urban professionals rebelled in a pro-democracy direction. These sec- 
tions provide an alternative, "world-system" account of "the Western 
turn" among Russia's urban specialists framed in terms of relative Soviet 
economic failure and ideological disintegration. In addition, the fourth 
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section recounts the reproduction of Soviet institutional patterns in the 
heart of the democratic movement, examining tensions between Dem- 
Rossiia's symbolic embrace of terms like "civil society" and "democ- 
racy" and its actual internal practices. I thus abandon assumptions of 
intrinsic relations among class, political attitudes, and incipient demo- 
cratic forms in favor of a conjunctural-institutional account of pro- 
democracy sentiment, political rebellion, and political entrepreneurship 
- the innovation of political stances capable of disrupting established 
lines of authority - in the specialist stratum and the communist political 
elite itself. The fifth section demonstrates the power of this conjunctural- 
institutional approach by analytically linking institutional collapse, emer- 
gent "political capitalism," and the dynamic of "winners" and "losers" 
in postcommunist Russia to the developmental logic of DemRossiia 
prior to the August Revolution. 

Soviet "industrial patrimonialism" and the state-engineering of the 
specialist stratum 

As captured in Tocqueville's distinction between civil and political soci- 
ety, the pluralization of organizing principles manifest in the differentia- 
tion of economy and polity marks the institutional history of Western 
modernity. In contrast, the Soviet Party-state collapsed political and 
economic life into "the administration of things" by fusing the manage- 
ment of all formal organizations with the centralized Party apparatus. 
Exemplified in Stalin's maxim "cadres decide everything," the Party- 
state's unitary organizing principle - "total state administration" - gave 
rise to a hybrid culture of authority combining management principles 
adapted from the Fordist model of industrial organization, and the 
political rule of officials empowered to intervene in decision-making 
processes at subordinate levels on an arbitrary, personal basis.7 The 
distinctiveness of the Soviet culture of authority here called "industrial 
patrimonialism" thus stemmed from its fusion of industrial-bureaucratic 
management and personal rulership by Party plenipotentiaries operat- 
ing in ways reminiscent of officials in previous autocratic regimes.8 
Above all, the logic of industrial-patrimonial authority revolved around 
the Party's monopolistic control of appointments to all formal-organiza- 
tional positions. 

Over time, the reproduction of industrial-patrimonial authority engen- 
dered a novel variant of industrial society stratified into a pyramidal 
hierarchy of "state-engineered" social estates and status groups.9 More- 
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over, a secular decline in the organizational capacities of Party leaders 
to mobilize and repress subordinates marked the developmental history 
of Soviet domination in the post-Stalin period. A brief synopsis of the 
logic of this secular decline thus forms the analytic bridge between the 
ideal type of industrial patrimonialism and the reconstruction of pro- 
democracy mobilization in late-communist Russia.10 

Industrial patrimonialism in the Soviet Union developed through suc- 
cessive phases of revolutionary oligarchy, Stalin's tyrannical absolutism, 
and a protracted, post-Stalin phase of routinization and dissipation 
of the Party-state's ideological ethos. As the "collective leadership" of 
the "heroic" Bolshevik period gave way to an informal structure of 
patronage and personal rulership centered on Stalin and his Politburo 
associates, the transition from revolutionary oligarchy as an "imperso- 
nal hero organization" of ruling revolutionary ideologues to full indus- 
trial patrimonialism was gradually effected.1 Ambiguities in the concept 
of Stalinism follow directly from the complexities of this transition: 
official authority in the Stalinist period combined elements of revolu- 
tionary oligarchy, despotic personal rulership, and the more "routine" 
exercise of authority here called industrial patrimonialism. 

The Weberian model of the "feudalization" of "traditional" forms of 
patrimonial authority - authority legitimated by tradition, theology, and 
ascriptive characteristics rather than secular political ideology - pro- 
vides an analogical reference in conceptualizing the post-Stalin decline 
of Party-state organizational capacities.12 Weber's ideal type of patrimo- 
nialism emphasizes territorial dominion by means of the extended per- 
sonal staff of an autocratic ruler. The culture of authority within this 
personal staff is ascriptive and personalistic: the staff functions as an 
extended household whose loyalty is secured by means of internal eco- 
nomic redistribution and status-ascription controlled by the autocrat. 
Externally, patrimonial domination depends on the ruler's hegemony 
over the setting and collecting of tributes, taxes, and other rent-based 
forms of economic appropriation.13 

The viability of patrimonial domination thus pivots on the autocrat's 
ability to ensure that his personal staff- even if appointed to administer 
far-flung provinces - remains in a position of direct dependence. If, as 
often happens under patrimonialism, the tables are turned and the auto- 
crat instead becomes dependent on personal emissaries in particular 
regions to maintain nominal dominion, a process of feudalization may 
ensue. The feudalization of the autocrat's extended personal staff entails 
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the appropriation of local "means of administration" and, eventually, 
the acquisition by autocratic emissaries of legal or customary rights to 
hereditary personal rulership in particular sub-territories of the auto- 
crat's dominion, thus limiting the autocrat's personal authority and 
forcing him to acknowledge politically these limits by granting fiefs, 
benefices, and so forth. In the limiting case of full feudalism, territorial 
rulers are reduced to mere figureheads. 

A loosely analogous devolution of authority marked the Soviet polity 
after Brezhnev announced a policy of "the stability of cadres" in 1964. 
This policy meant in practice de facto lifetime tenure for senior officials 
freed to check the power of the General Secretary from below, on the 
basis of their own patron-client networks.14 Stalin, in contrast, relied on 
both his dictatorial control of the secret police and the mobilization of 
"the masses" behind totalitarian political campaigns to engineer arbi- 
trary turnover from above and prevent officialdom from coalescing into 
a closed stratum. Once Stalin's peculiar combination of revolutionary 
and patrimonial dictatorship was dismantled following the dictator's 
death; the principle of "collective leadership" was affirmed during de- 
Stalinization; and Khrushchev's proposed limits on the tenure of senior 
officials was defeated, the process of devolution of control over the 
means of administration from Politburo to the broader stratum of ad- 
ministrative and managerial appointees began. 

In the years following Brezhnev's proclamation of "the stability of ca- 
dres," top officials appointed in accordance with the Party Secretariat's 
central list of executive appointments in formal organizations ("the 
nomenclature") collectively metastasized into the dominant stratum 
known as the nomenklatura. In essence, Brezhnev's policies transformed 
nomenklatura-level positions into de facto lifetime benefices.'5 The re- 
duction of official ideology to a thin rationalization for ubiquitous rent- 
seeking behavior in formally organized contexts (the pursuit of control 
over allocative mechanisms, expanded budgetary outlays, perquisites, 
bribes, and so on) marked the devolution of "revolutionary socialism" 
into the ossifying industrial patrimonialism of the Brezhnev period in 
which the power of regional bosses grew at the expense of "absolutist" 
Politburo domination.'6 

The diffusion of patrimonial authority in the post-Stalin Soviet Union 
thus facilitated selective appropriation of administrative means by nom- 
inal subordinates, engendering the consolidation of quasi-"estates."17 
Unlike the formation of estates under pre-modern forms of patrimoni- 
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alism, however, the creation of corporate forms of autonomous estate 
power did not accompany the appropriation of administrative means by 
nominal subordinates under "total state administration" until the end of 
the perestroika period. The language of everyday life under Party-state 
domination reproduced these historical ambiguities. The distinctive 
Russian word "apparat" - literally, "the administrative machinery" or 
"stratum of functionaries" - became synonymous in daily speech with 
rent-seeking officialdom as a whole. Within the apparat writ large, 
distinctions can be drawn between ruling officials, the "partocrats" 
(partokraty); the broader estate of rent-seeking managers and adminis- 
trators of nomenklatura rank, the managerial nomenklaturshchiki; and 
plenipotentiaries of the nomenklatura, the apparatchiki. 

Beyond the consolidation of the nomenklatura estate, the Brezhnev 
period witnessed a growing diffusion of power in the direction of a 
state-engineered status group on which Party leaders remained depend- 
ent for technical innovation and economic development: namely, profes- 
sionals and intellectuals, the so-called specialists or "intelligentsia" in 
official Soviet parlance.18 The administrative categories of the Soviet 
Party-state defined specialists as "mental laborers" and counted them in 
terms of higher education and professional occupations. According to 
the 1989 census, the specialists as a sociological group constituted about 
28 percent of the employed Russian population.19 This diverse stratum 
included scientists, engineers, teachers, doctors, and artists, as well as 
highly-skilled technical workers and department heads within industrial 
enterprises. 

Specialists dominated the middle positions of late-communist Russia. 
Unlike market-stratified middle classes, Soviet middle positions were, in 
Victor Zaslavsky's terminology, embedded in a hierarchy of state-engi- 
neered status orders vertically monopolized by political and social elites. 
The middle stratum of Soviet society thus did not form a class in the 
specific sense of a shared position in a market.20 Moreover, Soviet spe- 
cialists lacked effective mechanisms of corporate control over professio- 
nal associations, further distinguishing their collective experience from 
that of most Western professionals.21 Indeed, externally ascribed political 
status and administrative position most often decided the life-chances of 
particular specialists, giving rise to a thorough-going "status fetishism" 
among holders of elite and middle positions alike.22 Soviet specialists in 
the late-communist period are thus more accurately described as having 
formed a vertically integrated, politically constructed social estate than a 
true middle class. 
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For these reasons, the concept of class must be applied with great caution 
to Soviet society: Soviet state-socialism recalls Weber's concept of a 
"status society" more than a market-structured "class society."23 Simply 
equating urban professionals per se with the Soviet middle class ob- 
scures the importance of three crucial features of Soviet-era specialists 
as a social group: 1) the role of the Party-engineered and controlled 
status-order of elite professionals in reproducing the specifically Soviet 
middle stratum; 2) the dependence of elite and middle-level specialists 
alike on state-organized economic redistribution and nomenklatura pa- 
tronage; and 3) the absence of self-governing corporate associations 
among specialists. The internal hierarchal differentiation of this estate 
into a social elite of established professionals, a broader range of middle 
positions, and a lower layer of "proletarianized" semi-professionals 
should thus be borne in mind. 

The principal instrument of Party-state ascription of social status - the 
Soviet system of internal passports - underscores the "engineered," 
state-dependent character of the specialist estate. The Soviet internal 
passport - more of an internal pass than the "external" passport fa- 
miliar to Westerners - functioned as the keystone of a sweeping system 
of Party control over population movement in some ways reminiscent of 
the notorious pass system under South African apartheid, giving rise to 
a distinctively Soviet "stratification of places." The Soviet passport 
engendered both a hierarchy of "closed cities" (rezhimnye goroda) in 
which access to housing and work required a residence permit (propiska) 
issued only after the registration of one's internal passport; and a range 
of "closed enterprises" (rezhimnye predpriiatiia) virtually segregating the 
workforce of the military-industrial complex.24 

The Party-state, by means of the internal passport and propiska system, 
concentrated disproportionately large populations of specialists in a few 
key cities, a fact of particular importance for the analysis of democratic 
rebellion in perestroika-era Russia. Moreover, what evidence we have 
indicates that residents of key closed cities tended to enjoy a consider- 
ably higher standard of living than outlying areas. In both these respects, 
Moscow was archetypal.25 

Non-monetized perquisites in the form of assignment to closed cities, 
priority of assignment of apartments, and so forth - though extraordi- 
narily difficult to measure - translated into the most significant material 
component of relative specialist privilege in late-communist Russia. 
Monetary remuneration itself varied widely among specialist subgroups: 
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while members of the prestigious Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. 
enjoyed the highest nominal incomes in the Soviet Union, many other 
professionals - from doctors to journalists to teachers and technical 
assistants - found themselves with incomes and privileges equal to or 
even below that of many skilled industrial workers.26 

Privilege, of course, entails symbolic as well as material advantages, and 
here the disproportionate prestige enjoyed by specialists stands out. The 
high prestige of scientists and other accomplished specialists reflected 
the specialists' position as a politically disenfranchesed social elite, a 
social elite perceived as deprived of political power and thus carrying 
no responsibility for CPSU repression or the sharp economic decline of 
the late-communist period. Membership in this politically disenfran- 
chised social elite thus gave individual specialists a distinctive combina- 
tion of material and symbolic advantages as "political entrepreneurs," 
those who create "new rules of the political game" in revolutionary 
situations and other periods of social unrest.27 

A comparative note: The concept of industrial patrimonialism is an 
ideal-type description of the institutional culture of authority in post- 
revolutionary, "routinized" Party-states modeled along Soviet lines. The 
extent of its descriptive power depends on several factors, especially: 

1. the extent to which Soviet-style communism was imposed by an 
indigenous movement or an occupying army; 

2. the extent to which Party-state leaders relied on document-based 
forms of labor control, such as the internal passport; and 

3. the degree of disruption of pre-revolutionary institutions. 

Where Party-state control was relatively weak, as in Poland, commu- 
nism was imposed from abroad; the Party's use of document-based con- 
trol over labor and migration was comparatively moderate; and some 
autonomous, pre-revolutionary social forms - in Poland, the Catholic 
Church, and small peasant farms - survived the communist period. 
(This partly explains why the history of Solidarity more closely con- 
forms to the image of society mobilizing against the state.) Where Party- 
state control was relatively strong, as in the Soviet Union and China, 
indigenous movements seized power and used document-based popula- 
tion control extensively to suppress pre-revolutionary institutions and 
organizations, severely restricting the potential for autonomous action 
for all but officially privileged groups, such as Beijing students in China. 
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The social profile of DemRossiia in Moscow, 1990-1991 

Before turning to the link between declining Party-state organizational 
capacities, the perestroika reforms, and the democratic movement in late- 
communist Russia, let's first identify the social groups from which the 
Democratic Russia movement - the united front of the pro-democracy 
opposition both inside and outside the CPSU in 1990 and 1991 - 
recruited its activist base (aktiv). Then DemRossiia (DR) Co-Chair Lev 
Ponomarev elegantly rendered the meaning of the distinctive word aktiv 
as 

... those who at any moment are prepared to abandon their work and rush to 
fulfill a DR task.... Perhaps twenty such activists can be found in each district 
[of Moscow] ... If you multiply 20 by 30 districts, you get 600. Perhaps one 
thousand such people are really active, as they say, from the inside. But after 
all, those people who post leaflets number significantly more. The aktiv are 
people who type leaflets, organize telephone trees, and in turn rely on the aktiv 
in their sub-districts.28 

At the movement's height in spring 1991, DemRossiia leaders claimed to 
have an RSFSR-wide membership - encompassing both the aktiv and its 
broader grassroots networks - of between 200,000 and 300,000.29 How 
to assess such claims? As social movements are informal phenomena by 
definition, the failure of DemRossiia to establish membership records 
comes as no surprise. Thus, I had no reliable criteria for conducting a 
representative survey of the movement's total population. However, I 
did conduct a limited survey of DemRossiia members in Moscow.30 
Although not statistically representative, the correspondence of this sur- 
vey's findings with interview reports, journalistic accounts, and repre- 
sentative surveys of pro-Democratic Russia-voters in the 1990 republi- 
can and local elections31 illustrates a general tendency toward specialist 
predominance among DR's Moscow aktiv. Indeed, nearly 80 percent of 
survey respondents could be classified as specialists in line with Soviet 
terminological conventions (see Table 1). This compares with about 28 
percent of the employed populace of the Russian Republic circa 1989, 
as shown in Table 2. Table 2 further indicates the low participation of 
industrial workers in the Moscow section of DemRossiia in comparison 
with the proportion of industrial workers in Moscow's employed pop- 
ulace. Moreover, about 87 percent of respondents had either partici- 
pated in or completed a post-secondary degree program, in comparison 
with about 36 percent of Moscow's employed populace. 
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Table 1. Occupational status of respondents of survey of democratic Russia in Moscowa 

Occupation Number of respondents (plus percent of respondent base) 

Specialists 142 (79.8) 
Service workers 14 (7.7) 
Industrial workers 12 (6.9) 
Entrepreneursb 6 (3.4) 
Self-employed 1 (1.6) 
Insufficient data 3 (1.7) 

a I have combined the occupational categories that appeared on the original survey ques- 
tionnaire for presentation in Table 1. The original questionnaire was designed to be of 
maximal clarity to an average Russian, in consultation with Professor Lev Gudkov of 
Moscow's All-Russian Center for the Study of Public Opinion. 
b In line with Russian journalistic conventions of 1989-91, entrepreneur (predprinimatel') 
indicates primarily directors of semi-autonomous cooperatives (kooperativniki), many of 
which served as fronts for businesses controlled by individuals moving primarily from 
managerial positions in state-enterprises. For data on the predominately managerial- 
apparat origins of Russia's new private sector, see J6zsef Borocz and Akos R6na-Tas, 
"Small leap forward: Emergence of new economic elites," Theory and Society 24 (1995): 
766-772. 

Table 2. 

A. Specialists as percent of employed population of Russian Republic (1989), 
and of survey respondents 

Russian Republic 27.9 
Survey Respondents 79.8 

B. Percentage of industrial workers: employed population of Moscow (1989), 
and of survey respondents 

Moscow 35.3 
Survey Respondents 6.9a 

a Figures for the Russian Republic have been adapted from RSFSR v tsifrakh, 21-35. 
Moscow's populace in 1989 was roughly 9 million. Moscow's large proportion of both 
workers and specialists underscores the city's distinctive and atypical social profile. Data 
on Moscow adapted from T. A. Ol'sevich, editor, Vesna 89. geografia i anatomiia parla- 
mentskikh vyborov (Moscow: Progress, 1990), 208-212; and Uroven' obrazovaniia nasele- 
niia SSSR, 46-47. 

Technical specialists - largely engineers - were 38 percent of the re- 
spondents with a specialist profile (54 out of 142), a finding that confirms 
interview reports claiming that engineers working in high-tech enter- 
prises of the military-industrial complex and personnel employed by 
applied scientific institutes represented the principal source of DR-Mos- 
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cow's aktiv. Nearly 66 percent of respondents were over 40, indicating 
the predominance of middle-age urban professionals in DR-Moscow's 
activist core, a finding that also corresponds strongly with interview 
reports. In general, Moscow's urban democratic movement mobilized a 
largely specialist and middle-aged activist base against conservative 
CPSU partocrats bent on preserving the Party's political monopoly. 

Pro-democracy rebellion among urban specialists widened the growing 
fissure between conservatives and reformers in the Party leadership at 
the end of the Gorbachev period by splitting the mass of rank-and-file 
members. Party membership in post-war Soviet society was a great boon 
to those seeking a professional career, and by mid-1989, the number of 
specialists had grown to more than a third of the CPSU's 19 million 
members.32 Considerable numbers of these CPSU specialists would par- 
ticipate in the urban democratic movement between 1989 and 1991: 37 
percent of delegates to DemRossiia's October 1990 All-Russia Congress, 
for instance, were Party members, in comparison with about 7 percent of 
the populace of the Russian Republic.33 

The considerable overlap between CPSU members and the democratic 
movement bears emphasis, as the highly misleading impression that the 
movement and the Party were external to each other persists. In fact, the 
January 1990 formation of the Democratic Platform of the CPSU (De- 
mokraticheskaia platforma KPSS) on the initiative of 16 informal pro- 
democracy "intra-Party clubs" increased the pressure on Gorbachev to 
abandon the Party's constitutional monopoly on power, which he did 
several weeks later. The Democratic Platform subsequently led a mass 
walk-out of the CPSU and became a "collective member" of the 
DemRossiia "united opposition," effectively splitting the Party.34 

By April of 1990, conservative partocrats were organizing their own 
CPSU faction, the Russian Communist Party, against "the democrats."35 
Giulietto Chiesa has called the process of fragmentation and factional- 
ization within the CPSU "the emergence of a multi-party communist 
system," that is, of multiple "parties" within the Party.36 The pro-democ- 
racy mobilization of Russia's urban specialists against "the partocracy" 
thus split the pyramidal structure of the Soviet Party-statefrom the top 
down, cleaving the Party into competingfactions. Together with a second 
line of top-down cleavage running from all-Union to local societies, this 
pluralization of the Soviet oligarchy dramatically accelerated the process 
of devolution of effective authority from Politburo to regional power 
centers. The developmental history of DemRossiia and its drive to seize 
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control of soviet bodies and declare the "sovereignty" of particular 
soviets from below clarifies this complex dynamic of accelerating feudal- 
ization and DemRossiia's role in it. 

The specialist rebellion in Moscow and the origins of Russia's 
democratic movement 

The mass mobilization of Russia's urban specialists began in earnest in 
early 1989, in reaction to partocratic attempts to block Boris Yeltsin and 
Andrei Sakharov's nominations to stand for election to the new U.S.S.R. 
Congress of People's Deputies (CPD-USSR), a sort of "super parlia- 
ment" envisioned to meet once or twice a year to enact major legislation 
and appoint and supervise the Soviet government. Prior to the political 
reforms adopted at the Extraordinary 19th Conference of the CPSU 
convened in June 1988, elections constituted nothing more than a litur- 
gical device for legitimating nomenklatura appointments to soviets. The 
19th Conference's proposal to create the CPD-USSR and to hold com- 
petitive elections for many of its seats aimed to change all this. In 
December 1988, the USSR Supreme Soviet announced a tripartite pro- 
cedure for selecting the 2,250 Congress deputies: one-third by direct 
election in line with existing federal subdivisions (federal-territorial 
seats); one-third by direct election from new districts established by the 
criterion of 257,000 voters per district (district seats); and a final third by 
corporate election within a wide array of officially designated social 
organizations, from the Communist Party to trade unions to professio- 
nal associations (corporate seats).37 

Despite the formally open character of the nomination process for two 
thirds of CPD-USSR seats, candidates aligned with the partocracy con- 
tinued to benefit from procedural devices favoring local apparat control. 
Supporters of outspoken reform candidates organized anti-partocracy 
"voter clubs" (kluby izbiratelei) as a means of overcoming such ob- 
stacles. Although work-place organizations were given the right to nom- 
inate candidates, potential candidates seeking direct nomination to 
either a federal-territorial or district seat from below - independent of 
work place or other organized channels - required two initial steps: 
nomination by a precinct-level voter club; and the subsequent securing 
of a quorum at a district-level "voter assembly" (izbiratel'noe sobranie) 
of 500 electors (vyborshchiki) whose status required certification by local 
apparatchiks. Furthermore, district-level "voting committees" (izbir- 
komy) had to certify the validity of each assembly, and these izbirkomy 
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were appointed and largely controlled by regional "voting commissions" 
(izbiratel'nye komissii) often dominated by the partocracy. To make mat- 
ters worse, izbirkomy had the right simply to invalidate voter assemblies 
or candidacies approved at such assemblies whenever such committees 
deemed it necessary.38 

Such limitations on electoral participation greatly favored specialists 
over workers, creating a strategic opening for a specifically specialist 
rebellion. Moreover, these limitations tended to be far more severe in 
provincial towns and rural regions, strongholds of the partocracy, thus 
disproportionately empowering specialists in large cities like Moscow 
and Leningrad where Politburo pressure to reform was more keenly felt. 
The shift in political opportunities evident in the 1989 campaign thus 
mirrored the Soviet pattern of state-engineered social and geographical 
stratification, favoring political entrepreneurship on the part of holders 
of elite and middle positions in a few key closed cities.39 

The shift in political opportunities so evident in the 1989 campaign 
culminated a process underway since late 1986. The developmental logic 
of the specialist rebellion flowed directly from Gorbachev's earlier mobi- 
lization of intellectuals and professionals in favor of reform and his 
policy of encouraging the formation of voluntary associations.40 The 
December 1986 release from internal exile of longtime dissident, father 
of the Soviet hydrogen bomb, and member of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences Andrei Sakharov symbolized Gorbachev's turn to intellectuals 
and professionals. Stymied by the dead weight of officialdom in imple- 
menting economic reform, the reform leadership's turn to potential allies 
outside top Party circles and its risky encouragement of voluntary asso- 
ciations aimed to undermine the lifetime tenure of nomenklatura-level 
officials by activating the strategically positioned specialist stratum. The 
strategy of mobilizing politically disenfranchised elite specialists, how- 
ever, was fraught with peril: first and foremost, it presumed the leader- 
ship's continuing ability to steer now-active specialists and Party re- 
formers despite the absence of direct Politburo control. 

Initially, Gorbachev's opening paid handsome dividends, as the mobili- 
zation of intelligentsia support for reform aided the leadership's drive to 
remove almost all pre-perestroika regional (obkom) Party secretaries in 
the Russian Federation between 1986 and 1989.41 But the seeming revi- 
talization of Politburo power proved shortlived. First, Armenian acti- 
vists and the Baltic Popular Fronts took advantage of the opening 
offered by Gorbachev's policy of "openness" ("glasnost") to radicalize 
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local nationalist sentiment against Soviet domination; then Yeltsin, 
Sakharov, and other Russian political entrepreneurs straddling the boun- 
dary between elite membership and political opposition seized the ini- 
tiative by turning the 1989 elections into an exercise in specialist protest 
against the Party nomenklatura in general and the slow pace of peres- 
troika in particular. Having paralyzed the partocracy and bypassed the 
local Party apparat - now busily seeking a new base in regional politics 
in order to survive the purge42 - Gorbachev found himself deprived of 
the autocratic staff needed to contain specialist radicalization and soon 
lost control of the political agenda in Russia proper, just as he had lost 
the initiative in the Baltics and the Caucuses some months earlier. As 
the election campaign turned into open rebellion, a revolutionary situa- 
tion reminiscent of that faced by Louis XVI after the convening of the 
Estates General suddenly confronted the hapless Soviet leader. 

Understanding the watershed character of the 1989 campaign is thus 
critical for distinguishing the wave of Gorbachev-encouraged and man- 
aged social protest that preceded the specialist rebellion - a wave of 
protest widely dubbed "the time of the informals" (neformalitet) - from 
the revolutionary situation and the democratic movement that followed 
in its wake. Above all, the election precipitated a conjuncture in which 
state weakness, elite conflict, and popular uprisings coincided to create 
the minimum preconditions for revolution widely identified in compara- 
tive-historical sociology.43 

Given the opportunity created by the 1989 election, why did urban spe- 
cialists rebel, and why did they rebel in favor of democratic transfor- 
mation? Let's begin with the rapid numerical growth in educated pro- 
fessionals between 1960 and the mid-1980s widely cited in moderniza- 
tion-cum-"middle-class" accounts of social change in late-communist 
Russia. By the early eighties, the rapid increase in the number of persons 
with higher educations began to have profound consequences for Soviet 
society. Between 1959 and 1981 the number of persons with a higher 
education increased from 8.8 to 19.8 million. By 1984, one out of every 
four employed persons in the Soviet Union was considered a "mental 
laborer."44 By the late 1980s, a number of Soviet social scientists were 
arguing that significant numbers of specialists were employed at levels 
below that of their certified qualification.45 When combined with a ten- 
dency toward a relative fall in average specialist incomes in comparison 
with that of skilled industrial workers between 1960 and 1980, they 
argued, this overproduction of specialists had caused a decline in the 
prestige of specialist positions and certificates of higher education.46 In 
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short, by 1988 the overproduction of specialists in relation to the number 
of specialist positions had become acute. Given the high prestige of 
specialists - scientists, for instance, were ranked as the most prestigious 
occupation in a number of Soviet surveys conducted in the 1970s47 - the 
relative levelling of workers and specialists' nominal incomes and the 
shortage of prestigious specialist positions emerged in the 1980s as a 
significant factor aggravating specialist discontent in late-communist 
Russia. 

A study of subjective measures of relative satisfaction among recent 
Soviet emigres carried out in the 1980s confirms this growing discontent, 
particularly when compared to a similar study conducted by Inkeles and 
Bauer in the 1950s. 

What is striking is [our] discovery that those who were disproportionately 
reaping the material benefits of Soviet socialist society in the late 1970s were, 
in general, the least satisfied members of that society. Those who lived in the 
most desirable cities, had the highest educational attainment, held the most 
skilled jobs, earned the top-level incomes, occupied the best housing, and 
dominated consumption in all markets reported themselves the least satisfied. 
This is in sharp contrast with the findings of the Harvard Project of the early 
1950s, in which those who had been the most successful materially expressed 
the least dissatisfaction with the Soviet society.48 

The overproduction of specialists combined with a second, ideological 
factor to exacerbate specialist discontent in the 1980s. This ideological 
factor was linked to the stagnation of the Soviet economy and the 
deteriorating geopolitical position of the Soviet regime.49 Although So- 
viet ideology rejected liberal political theory, it embraced the capitalist 
ideal of open-ended economic growth as an end in itself. By simultane- 
ously propagating the value of open-ended economic growth, promising 
ever-higher levels of social welfare, and proclaiming the superiority of 
socialism as a dynamic economic system, the CPSU explicitly linked the 
legitimacy of its political monopoly to the realization of consumerist 
expectations.50 By the mid-1980s, the dynamic of rising consumerist ex- 
pectations and protracted economic stagnation was thus undermining 
the Party-state's legitimacy, generating a political crisis in the heart of 
the Soviet elite exacerbated by the relative economic and technological 
dynamism of Western powers. 

The perception of relative deprivation or inadequacy across global re- 
gions often triggers international demonstration effects. The concept of 
international demonstration effect describes the transformative impact of 
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external organizational or cultural models on orientations and behavior 
among groups perceiving their society as relatively deprived, "back- 
ward," oppressed, or inadequate in relation to an external reference 
society.51 Soviet leaders' growing perception of declining Soviet capaci- 
ties on an international scale and the concomitant shift in favor of re- 
form in the Politburo constitutes a classic example of the demonstration 
effect of Western technological and economic dynamism, an effect ex- 
acerbated by the failure of Soviet military technology in Afghanistan.52 
The relative failure of Soviet socialism in its economic competition with 
the West not only set in motion international demonstration effects 
steering individual partocrats in a reformist direction. This relative fail- 
ure also steered whole fragments of the specialist stratum in a "western- 
izing" direction: that is, toward a rhetorical embrace of the liberal model 
of democratic polity and market economy as political ideals at the ex- 
pense of socialist ideology. 

The Gorbachev leadership's early policies of reconciliation with its Cold 
War adversaries and its experiments with limited, quasi-market reforms 
implicitly recognized the superiority of Western economies as generators 
of open-ended economic growth, exacerbating the legitimation crisis of 
the Soviet order. The maturation of pro-democracy political revolution 
in Poland and other Eastern-European communist states only magnified 
the intensity of such demonstration effects. In the urban Russia of the 
late 1980s, then, the structural problem of the overproduction of spe- 
cialists combined with the ideological disintegration of communist le- 
gitimacy and the demonstration effect of Western economic and techno- 
logical dynamism to politicize specialist discontent in a westernizing 
direction. 

Note that the mere increase in middle positions in no way explains these 
complex ideological, social-psychological, and geopolitical dynamics. 
Moreover, relative economic failure - not economic development as in 
modernization theory - figured prominently in driving shifts among 
specialists' attitudes. The following statement by a DemRossiia activist 
and former Party member tellingly alludes to these complex dynamics: 

The reasons the democratic movement exists are rooted first and foremost in 
the economy, the whole of the democratic movement is connected to the 
economy. If only we could arrange a normal life and proceed down a normal 
path of development, then perhaps we could stop being preoccupied with 
politics... .53 
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The phrase "normal life" functioned as a common euphemism among 
DemRossiia activists both for the economic abundance perceived in the 
West, and for the future prosperity of an imagined post-communist 
Russia - if only, as several interviewees remarked, the nomenklatura 
could be removed from power. 

As numerous critics of relative-deprivation theories of revolution have 
argued, the mere identifications of grievances and oppositional sentiments 
prior to mobilization cannot in themselves explain the onset of rebel- 
lion.54 Indeed, the identification of a spreading pattern of grievances and 
the growing appeal of "westernizing" political rhetoric amongperestroika- 
era specialists only demonstrates the existence of a latent opposition 
constituency in the late 1980s: in itself, it cannot explain the causal 
relations among social position, discontent, and event history, between 
structure and action. Indeed, bridging such explanatory gaps requires a 
reconstruction of the role of political entrepreneurship in mobilizing 
specialists in a pro-democracy direction. We have already seen how 
Gorbachev mobilized the latent specialist constituency from above as a 
weapon against conservative partocrats opposed to reform. Elite politi- 
cal entrepreneurship likewise sparked the shift from reform to rebellion 
during the 1989 election campaign. 

The first phase of the specialist rebellion was centered in Moscow's high- 
technology enterprises, technical and scientific institutes, and the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences. In early 1989, a spontaneous movement to nomi- 
nate Yeltsin at a number of Moscow industrial enterprises created an 
opening for the Yeltsin candidacy. Nominated by more than a score of 
associations, Yeltsin gained nomination as a candidate from Moscow's 
federal-territorial seat ("National-Territorial District No. 1") at a special 
city-wide voter assembly held in the Hall of Columns on February 21. 
Despite Party control of admittance to this meeting, one of the two 
nominees preselected by the partocracy withdrew his nomination in the 
face of Yeltsin's evident popularity, ensuring the latter's nomination. In 
the absence of repressive sanctions directed from the Politburo, substan- 
tial numbers of mid-level apparatchiks now began to break ranks - 
replicating Yeltsin's sustained breach of Party discipline - in order to 
position themselves politically for a post-partocratic future, signaling an 
acceleration in the secular decline of Party-state mobilizational capaci- 
ties. 

A network joining nineteen pro-Yeltsin enterprises promptly organized 
itself to promote Yeltsin's campaign, a network soon known as the 
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"Committee of the 19." This committee linked voter clubs to Yeltsin's 
apparent connections through, among others, his new "campaign direc- 
tor," Lev Sukhanov, Yeltsin's former chief of staff at Gosstroi, the Soviet 
Construction Ministry where Yeltsin had been relegated by the Party 
leadership in early 1988 in a failed attempt to remove him from high 
politics. Two other apparatchiks who became Yeltsin campaign aides 
(doverennye litsa) - Alexander Muzykantskii, the Deputy Chairman of 
the Moscow City Government's Executive Committee (Mosgorizpol- 
kom), and Lev Shemaev - both worked with Yeltsin in his days as 
Moscow Party chief.55 

Activists in various "intra-Party clubs" of radicalizing CPSU reformers 
also championed Yeltsin's cause. The director of the Moscow Aviation 
Institute, Yurii Ryzhov, quickly emerged as an important link between 
Yeltsin's unofficial campaign team and the informal CPSU clubs. Ryzhov 
knew Yeltsin from the latter's Moscow days, had allowed radicalizing 
CPSU clubs to use Institute facilities, and was himself running for a seat 
in the Congress of People's Deputies. 

Yeltsin ... came to us at the Institute to appear publicly with Ryzhov ... [with 
whom Yeltsin] had very good contacts; this is how we first got to know 
Yeltsin.... I participated in Yeltsin's campaign when he was still the Chairman 
of Gosstroi. We shot several videos of Yeltsin ... and showed them in [Mos- 
cow's] Leningrad district and several neighboring districts.56 

In 1989, only restricted circles of specialists and Party personnel were 
positioned to appropriate such a rare commodity as a video camera. 
Meanwhile, the Moscow Popular Front (Moskovskii narodnyifront) - a 
new umbrella alliance of informal groups of self-proclaimed "demo- 
crats" and "young socialists," some of them active in the informal 
CPSU reform clubs - organized a series of rallies in favor of Yeltsin's 
candidacy. On the day before the election, the Front staged a number 
of unauthorized pro-Yeltsin rallies around Moscow, thus coordinating 
grassroots protest with the Yeltsin campaign. Vladimir Bokser and 
Mikhail Shneider, two Popular Front leaders who headed the "cam- 
paign team" (izbiratel'naia komanda) of Sergei Stankevich (an "intra- 
Party club" organizer, Front member, and candidate from Moscow's 
Cheremushkinskii district-territorial seat), first linked-up with Yeltsin 
during their work for Stankevich. Bokser, a pediatrician, and Shneider, 
an electrical engineer and physicist trained in part at the Moscow 
Aviation Institute, later emerged as top figures in Democratic Russia, 
coordinating the grassroots side of Yeltsin's 1991 RSFSR-wide presiden- 
tial campaign. Yeltsin captured 89.4 percent of the vote in 1989, landing 
an enormous symbolic blow on the partocracy.57 
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In contrast to the Yeltsin campaign, Sakharov's campaign was a closed 
affair conducted within the most prestigious status group in Soviet 
society, the membership of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Unlike the 
open seats, election to a corporate seat allotted a social organization 
required nomination by a given organization's membership, registration 
by its plenary body, and the assent of a quorum of members. Despite 
Sakharov's nomination by over 60 institutes, however, the Academy's 
Presidium submitted a final list of candidates excluding Sakharov and 
several other widely supported figures, including the head of the Soviet 
space program, Roald Sagdeev (nominated by more than 30 institutes); 
the historian Dmitrii Likhachev (nominated by 20 institutes); and the 
economists Gavriil Popov and Nikolai Shmelev (together nominated by 
30 institutes). 

On February 2, several thousand scientists and scholars from over 30 
institutes demonstrated in Moscow to protest this maneuver in the open- 
ing salvo of the specialist rebellion. In March 1989, disgruntled Academy 
members formed the Voter Club of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR (Klub izbiratelei Akademii nauk SSSR or KIAN) for the express 
purpose of electing Sakharov, Sagdeev, and others excluded from the list 
of nominees for the Academy's corporate seats. KIAN nominally repre- 
sented over 300 scientific institutes and organizations from across the 
U.S.S.R.58 For the first time, elite specialists had created an autonomous 
vehicle of corporate-estate power near the top of the oligarchic Party- 
state structure. Moreover, given that the Soviet Constitution specified 
the automatic administrative subordination of lower bodies to higher 
bodies in the case of disputes, the creation of such an autonomous body 
created an implicit "dual power" (dvoevlastie) situation whose logic en- 
tailed the feudalization - that is, appropriation from below - of parto- 
cratic authority. KIAN's attempt,to circumvent the prerogative of the 
Presidium of the Academy of Sciences through the creation of a parallel, 
ad hoc executive structure would be duplicated repeatedly over the next 
few years. 

The Moscow Tribune, an exclusive discussion club that had met monthly 
since October 1988, represented an already functional network of lead- 
ing pro-reform intellectuals capable of facilitating the formation of 
KIAN on the eve of the controversy over Sakharov's nomination. 
The Tribune counted among its members many of the most distin- 
guished intellectual figures in Moscow, including Sakharov, Sagdeev, 
and two future parliamentary leaders of DemRossiia, the historian Yurii 
Afanas'ev and the ethnologist Galina Starovoitova. Starovoitova herself 
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contrasted the "elite" Moscow Tribune with "popular" associations such 
as the Moscow Popular Front: ".. the Tribune had room for only a few, 
and it was difficult to get in. In order to get in, you not only had to be 
considered honorable, but also needed an invitation. In general, its ses- 
sions were closed." 59 The Tribune also formed a link to CPSU reformers: 
Yurii Ryzhov, the director of the Moscow Aviation Institute, facilitated 
Moscow Tribune meetings on a number of occasions in the winter of 
1988-89. Thus, by the time of the Yeltsin and Sakharov campaigns, the 
Aviation Institute formed an operative link between the Tribune "elite" 
and informal groups like the CPSU reform clubs then meeting at the 
Institute and active in the Moscow Popular Front.60 

The formation of KIAN not only signaled rebellion at the top of the 
specialist estate; it also created a tacit political alliance of CPSU "radi- 
cals," voter clubs, the Moscow Popular Front, other important voluntary 
associations such as the anti-Stalinist human-rights group Memorial, 
high-status intellectuals from the Moscow Tribune, and the Yeltsin-led 
informal network of pro-reform apparatchiks. "After the formation of 
the Voter Club of the Academy of Sciences, contacts between our groups 
began. [People] from KIAN came to me, for example, to get materials ... 
We helped them, and they helped us."61 Not only had the electoral 
struggle allied Yeltsin with informal groups (neformaly) actively pushing 
the boundaries of reform from below; now leading scientists - following 
Sakharov's moral leadership - found themselves aligned with voluntary 
associations whom they had previously kept at arm's length. This strat- 
egy proved highly effective: under the pressure of a KIAN boycott, only 
eight of the 23 candidates on the Presidium's original list received the 
minimum 50 percent of votes necessary to pass the first round of inter- 
nal-Academy voting on March 21. During the second round, held on 
April 21, many of the excluded "radicals" - including Sakharov - won 
election on a corporate basis to the Congress of People's Deputies from 
the Academy of Sciences.62 

The specialist rebellion marked a new stage in the rapid democratization 
of professional associations underway since 1986, as scores of Moscow's 
cultural organizations and scientific institutes began openly contesting 
partocratic hegemony in formal organizations. The impact of this rebel- 
lion is difficult to overestimate, as it triggered a sustained wave of pro- 
democracy demonstrations in urban Russia lasting through August 1991 
and dramatically shifted public opinion in favor of radical reform. For 
instance, in a December 1988 survey, only 17 percent of Muscovites 
favored the establishment of a multi-party system (multipartiinost') in 
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the U.S.S.R. In a second survey taken in February 1989 - with the 
campaign for the March elections to the CPD-USSR already in full 
swing - 46 percent of Muscovites had come to favor such a system. This 
shift was particularly pronounced among specialists, with 56 percent 
responding in favor of multiple parties, as compared to 39 percent 
of workers. By August 1989, the shift of opinion in favor of political 
pluralism had spread across much of the Russian Federation.63 

Democratic Russia in Moscow: Between movement and counter elite 

In the summer of 1989, Yeltsin, Sakharov, and other "radicals" in the 
USSR Congress of People's Deputies created the Inter-regional Depu- 
ties Group (Mezhregial'naia deputaskaia gruppa or MDG). A loose 
parliamentary bloc, the MDG quickly became the focal point of an 
emerging pro-democracy counter elite at the apex of the interlocking 
system of soviets. Together with a handful of leaders of the Moscow 
Association of Voters and the Leningrad Popular Front - two activist 
organizations created by the campaign teams that helped elect the 
Russian leaders of the Inter-regional Group - this counter elite would 
dominate the strategic development of the democratic movement 
through 1991. Indeed, of the five co-chairmen elected at the MDG's July 
Founding Conference, four - Yurii Afanas'ev, Gavriil Popov, Sakharov, 
and Yeltsin - played key roles in organizing the DemRossiia voter bloc in 
late 1989 and early 1990. (Sakharov died on December 15, one month 
prior to the public proclamation of DemRossiia. The fifth Co-Chair, 
Victor Palm, was Estonian and, notably, the only MDG Co-Chair not 
based in Moscow; his role in the MDG indicates the importance of the 
Baltic Popular Fronts as organizational models for Russia's "demo- 
crats").64 

Their official status as USSR People's Deputies secured MDG leaders a 
Russia-wide forum, limiting the ability of anti-reform partocrats to pre- 
vent the message of "the democrats" from being heard, at least on 
national television or in the pages of more liberal newspapers. Less- 
prominently placed oppositionists, on the other hand, faced far more 
difficult obstacles in gaining a wide audience and establishing name 
recognition. The developmental logic of Russia's democratic movement 
thus reflected a "stratification of audiences" paralleling the Soviet strat- 
ification of places. Indeed, the Inter-regional Group irreversibly fixed 
public attention on a small number of charismatic opposition deputies 
elected in 1989, subordinating the logic of pro-democracy mobilization 
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to the strategic initiative of MDG radicals. Beyond its role as midwife 
for a nascent counter elite, the principal contribution of the Inter-region- 
al Group proved to be symbolic. 

Seeing the Group from the inside, one couldn't help but be surprised at the 
extent to which it was disorganized, unstructured, and lacked any base in the 
localities.... More than anything, it was a symbol. Chernyshevskii [the nine- 
teenth-century populist writer] was a symbol. The small circle of [Brezhnev- 
era] dissidents was also a symbol. The Inter-regional Group was perhaps one 
of the last such great symbols, lacking any firm foundation or even a clear idea 
of what it wanted and having only a spiritual authority....65 

The importance of a symbolic alternative to the Party leadership in the 
new Congress of People's Deputies should not, however, be underesti- 
mated: MDG radicals "normalized" the hitherto heretical existence of 
open political opposition in official bodies, paving the way for the 
emergence of multiple lines of authority in officialdom and the revital- 
ization of soviets as organs of autonomous power against partocratic 
oligarchy. 

While the Inter-regional Group remained a highly visible but largely 
symbolic opposition to the partocracy, the Moscow Association of Voters 
(Moskovskoe ob"edinenie izbiratelei or MOI) united grassroots voter 
clubs with a core of former campaign aides of key opposition figures to 
form an effective movement organization aligned with elite rebels. Fol- 
lowing the close of the First Congress of People's Deputies, Zaslavskii 

... suggested that a deputies group in itself couldn't solve our problems. We 
needed to rely on a combination of social and deputies' organizations. This 
suggestion found little support in the Inter-regional Group. On the other hand, 
it was supported by [voter clubs that joined together in] the Moscow Associa- 
tion of Voters, one of whose first meetings took place in the reception room of 
my congressional office. I began to regularly participate in MOI, and it was 
there that I developed the conception of the necessity of seizing power at the 
local level.66 

MOI realized in practice the vision that had animated the Moscow 
Popular Front in late 1988 and early 1989: the formation of a mass, 
decentralized movement organization modeled on the Baltic Popular 
Fronts. Long-time Memorial-organizer Lev Ponomarev formed the key 
link in MOI's emerging, informal leadership network that synchronized 
grassroots opposition activity with elite "radicals," thus shifting grass- 
roots opposition activity away from a Moscow Popular Front now 
paralyzed by the ideological question of socialism. During the spring 
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campaign, Ponomarev - a physicist, Academy of Sciences member, and 
Memorial founder - had developed working relations with Front organ- 
izers Vladimir Bokser and Mikhail Shneider, who opposed the socialist 
slogans foisted on the Front by a majority in its leadership.67 At the same 
time, he had been very active in the Voter Club of the Academy of 
Sciences (KIAN) as a Sakharov campaign aide. The Ponomarev- 
centered network thus bridged grassroots activists from Memorial, 
precinct-level residents mobilized in voter clubs, and campaign organ- 
izers like Shneider and Bokser; with elite figures in the Inter-regional 
Group, KIAN, and the Moscow Tribune, such as Afanas'ev, Popov and 
Sakharov.68 

The 231 delegates who attended the founding conference of the Moscow 
Association of Voters in late June united voter clubs from 30 Moscow 
districts, as well as the Voter Club of the Academy of Sciences, the 
Coordinating Committee of the Moscow Popular Front, the Voter Club 
of Memorial, the voter club "Orbit" from the Moscow Aviation Insti- 
tute, and the "Committee of the 19" Moscow-area enterprises that had 
come together to fight for the Yeltsin nomination earlier in the year.69 
For the first time, MOI united in a single association the leading core of 
organizers who would steer the tactical course of the democratic move- 
ment in Russia through the summer of 1991: Ponomarev, Zaslavskii, 
Leonid Bogdanov, Bokser, Shneider, and Vera Kriger. Father Gleb 
Yakunin, an Orthodox priest, former political prisoner, and Ponomarev 
associate from Memorial, became a leading "MOI-core" figure several 
months later, during the formation of the DemRossiia voters bloc. The 
MOI core's tactical direction of grassroots protest - which began to 
expand from Moscow proper to the Russian Republic as a whole in the 
fall of 1989 - was in turn strategically coordinated on an informal basis 
with MDG radicals such as Yeltsin, Popov, and Afanas'ev by means of 
personal channels.70 The formation of Democratic Russia in 1990 in 
effect merely broadened the number of voluntary associations and grass- 
roots activists strategically steered by the Yeltsin counter elite/ MOI core 
leadership. 

The fate of the new political parties that proliferated after 1988 under- 
scores the hegemony of the Yeltsin counter elite and the MOI core over 
the pro-democracy opposition. Indeed, new pro-democracy parties re- 
mained more sectarian fractions than viable parties and found them- 
selves compelled to join the DemRossiia umbrella in 1990 and 1991 in 
order to avoid irrelevance. By 1992, these parties were all either defunct, 
moribund, or marginalized.71 The following statement of Social-Demo- 
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cratic Party leader Pavel Kudiukin demonstrates the inherent limitations 
of "the proto-party phenomenon": 

Our influence certainly was extremely limited, because we were above all 
trying to render a political-ideological influence. And as experience proved, 
the greatest influence was rendered by those doing the organizational work. 
And it was precisely here, of course, that the real leaders of Democratic Russia 
showed themselves to be outstanding manipulators adept at using organiza- 
tional levers.... Thus arose a very comfortable situation [for them], where they 
were able, when necessary, to shout "behind us stand hundreds of thousands," 
and they were especially active in carrying out such polemics with the [mem- 
ber] parties: "What is your party!? You have five, maybe ten thousand.... While 
we have hundreds of thousands!" 72 

Unlike proto-parties leaders, the Moscow Association of Voters' leader- 
ship studiously avoided arguments over programs and principles, in- 
stead steering MOI toward unqualified support of Inter-regional Group 
leaders in the USSR Congress of People's Deputies and preparations for 
nominating opposition candidates in the republican and local elections 
now scheduled for the spring of 1990. Indeed, the great tactical strength 
of the Moscow Association of Voters and DemRossiia was their "anti- 
political" orientation, that is, a minimalist notion of "democracy" com- 
bined with fierce populist criticism of everything that smacked of "the 
partocracy." "In general, the program of the democrats in Russia for a 
very long time, probably until 1991, was simply: 'We'll make life here like 
it is in America!"'73 Yeltsin and the MOI core's populist "anti-politics" 
thus proved highly effective in combatting the general revulsion that 
many felt toward the idea of a political party, which consistently evoked 
among activists the authoritarian legacy of the only such organization 
they had ever known: the monopolistic Party of the nomenklatura. 

Why did I join the democratic movement? Precisely because it is a movement, 
and not a party, and here I can openly express my opinion.... Moreover, a 
democratic movement means it is possible to suspend temporarily one's mem- 
bership. Well, and so what? No one here will disgrace me for it.74 

A final transitional organization between the specialist rebellion and the 
formation of Democratic Russia - the Leningrad Popular Front - devel- 
oped in a manner remarkably similar to the Moscow Association of 
Voters. Two prominent Front leaders - Marina Sal'e and Victor Dmi- 
triev - were coopted into the MOI core as the latter consolidated its 
position in DemRossiia in 1990.75DemRossiia proper first appeared in 
the guise of a "voter bloc" (izbiratel'nyi blok) of pro-democracy candi- 
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dates in Moscow formed in January 1990 under the aegis of MOI.76 
Yeltsin and the MOI core realized very early on in the nominating 
process that the chaotic rush of potential opposition nominees could 
endanger hopes for a DemRossiia victory by pitting oppositionists 
against each other and splitting the pro-democracy vote. Together, they 
quickly formed a "general staff" (shtab bloka) to deal with this problem. 

Yeltsin, Popov and a whole series of other well-known individuals and MOI 
activists made up this staff.... We met a number of times in Yeltsin's office to 
review the balance of forces, to discuss which candidates should stand in which 
districts. Here and there a candidate was removed from one district and shifted 
to another....77 

The publicizing of an "official" DemRossiia list of nominees in the form 
of leaflets and samizdat circulars served as the principal mechanism of 
this counter-elite selection process. The extent to which a nominally pro- 
democracy candidate's fate hinged on inclusion in this list only became 
clear in the election's aftermath. If 

...you were an official DemRossiia nominee, it was practically sufficient for 
being elected a deputy. People voted as they do in India, you know, where a 
lotus is drawn alongside a slogan like "Vote for the lotus!" It was exactly the 
same here: "Vote for DemRossiia!" And everyone did.78 

Following the vote, the obscure, often arbitrary manner in which the 
Yeltsin entourage and the MOI core decided on the list of candidates 
created a wave of grumbling about a new "DemRossiia apparat" among 
segments of the aktiv, not to mention excluded nominees.79 And in fact, 
the nominee-selection process prefigured the emerging modus operandi 
of MOI-core hegemony over the organizational dynamics of Russia's 
democratic movement, a modus operandi that creatively revitalized the 
moribund patrimonialism of the partocracy in a new charismatic-plebi- 
scitarian form centered on Yeltsin's prestige. 

The stunning success of the DemRossiia bloc in the 1990 elections - when 
DR and its sister organization in Leningrad captured outright majorities 
in the Moscow and Leningrad city soviets and elected a large minority 
bloc to the RSFSR Congress of People's Deputies - prompted the MOI 
core to organize Democratic Russia as both a parliamentary fragment 
and as a RSFSR-wide "social-political movement" (dvizhenie) after the 
vote. While DemRossiia dvizhenie functioned as an extension of the old 
MOI core, DR's parliamentary bloc remained amorphous, peaking in 
June 1990 at between 25 and 27 percent of the CPD-RSFSR's deputies 
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and playing a critical role in Yeltsin's narrow election by the Congress as 
Chair of the Russian Supreme Soviet. (The crossover between CPSU 
and nominal DemRossiia deputies in the Congress was thus consid- 
erable, as 86 percent of CPD deputies-elect were Party members.80) 
Yeltsin's rise to the chairmanship of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet and his 
ability to win significant support from its CPSU deputies gave DR- 
dvizhenie the aura of an actual contender for power at the highest level. 

Ponomarev - elected to the RSFSR Congress of People's Deputies in 
1990 - again emerged as a key link between counter elite and grassroots 
DR activists, this time bridging the parliamentary and movement wings 
of the new "all-Russia opposition front."81 Although never officially a 
member of DemRossiia, Yeltsin's informal coordination of strategy with 
Ponomarev and the rest of the old MOI core - who remained loyal to 
Yeltsin through 1991 - allowed Russia's now preeminent politician to 
dominate the movement from above without making any organizational 
or political commitments to Democratic Russia. When asked why he and 
others organized DemRossiia dvizhenie, Leonid Bogdanov remarked: 

The main reason was the need for finances.... The Moscow Association of 
Voters ... did not give us a way to collect dues, such was the amorphous 
character of its structure.... It was simply a group of activists in a constant 
state of agitation, and it turned out that it was always the same group of people 
who did all the work, that is, who organized demonstrations. For example, 
when it was necessary to make a leaflet announcing a demonstration, [Vladi- 
mir] Bokser would come to my office in Gosnab, and we would sit on the 
window sill on the eighth floor and write the leaflet. And then, by hook or by 
crook, by whatever means necessary, I copied 40,000 leaflets.82 

"By hook or by crook" (vsemipravdamy i nepravdamy) indicates Bogda- 
nov's manipulation of resources within Gosnab, the State Supply Agency 
in which Bogdanov was then employed as an assistant director in the 
technical management bureau (tekhnicheskoe upravlenie). Although 
Bogdanov demurred throughout the interview when it came to specify- 
ing explicit lines of supply, his various descriptions of how things got 
done indicated the centrality of such connections to DemRossiia's ca- 
pacity to appropriate material means. The access of the MOI core to 
such means, of course, only augmented its strategic influence over the 
movement. 

Nevertheless, DemRossiia's discontinuous organizational character as 
electoral slate, parliamentary bloc, and social movement tended to ob- 
scure the opposition's de facto centralization, a fact perspicaciously 
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noted by one observer in calling DemRossiia "something substantially 
more than the sum of its parts."83 That "something more" arose first 
and foremost from Yeltsin's ability as an emerging charismatic leader to 
steer the movement from above while simultaneously preserving a pub- 
lic image of independence from organizational ties, a stance dramatized 
by Yeltsin's July 1990 resignation from the CPSU following his June 
1990 election as Chair of the Russian Supreme Soviet. The reality of 
counter-elite hegemony belied the aktiv's widespread perception of a 
decentralized movement. 

In general, the structure of DemRossiia around the country was like a layer 
cake [sloenyi pirog]. On the all-Russian level, it is one thing, on the regional 
level something else, and on the city and district level something yet again. 
Many different levels exist, in fact. And in reality, DR dvizhenie lacks any strict 
mechanism of organizational control.84 

Stikhiinskii explained the disproportionate influence of Yeltsin and the 
MOI core as "... an influence that stems from the image [vliianie imidzha] 
of a number of leaders." The influence of "Moscow central" over the 
development of the movement, however, had an organizational as well 
as a symbolic-charismatic dimension, although exercised in a somewhat 
subtle manner. At first glance the movement's Charter - adopted at 
Democratic Russia's Founding Congress in October 1990 - appeared to 
structure the movement in a fairly decentralized fashion, with local and 
regional sections having authority to regulate membership on an auton- 
omous basis (see Figure 1). When combined with the Soviet stratification 
of places, however, this organizational structure gave distinct advantages 
to the MOI core in steering the movement. 

Democratic Russia's organizational form in fact replicated the vertical 
pattern of hierarchal estates and geographic segmentation of Soviet 
industrial patrimonialism. Many provincial DemRossiia activists found 
it expensive and difficult to arrange travel to Moscow (after all, the maze 
of internal passports, residence permits, and so on still gave consider- 
able leverage to local apparatchiks in these matters), thus enhancing the 
Moscow-based leadership's ability to steer the movement as a whole. 
Recurrent splits at DR's regional and local levels generated rival pre- 
tenders to seats on the movement's nominal leadership body, the Coor- 
dinating Council, creating additional opportunities for the MOI core to 
assert control over DemRossiia's "layer cake" structure through the 
selection of those pretenders most likely to support the MOI core's 
position in the Council. 
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...[Each] provincial cell [iacheiko] gathers on the local level and elects its 
leaders, who are then sent to Congresses and the Council of Representatives 
in Moscow.... And in many oblasti - in Tambov and in other areas - there 
were splits, as you know, splits of DemRossiia into two parts, with each 
considering itself legitimate. Ponomarev then chose to invite to Moscow for a 
given meeting precisely those who supported him, ensuring they would vote 
the way he needed them to.85 

... [B]y using an apparat selection process, Bokser and Zaslavskii succeeded in 
placing Muscovites into more than half the positions on the Council of 
Representatives, and then to a certain extent guided them. That is to say, they 
domesticated the Council by means of the predominance of the Moscow 
group.86 

The access of DemRossiia's counter-elite allies to the official press, an 
access secured both by their positions in soviet bodies and their contacts 
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Figure 1. Proposed organizational framework for DemRossiia dvizhenie. I. First Level. 
Political parties and social organizations (associations, societies, unions, voters' clubs, etc.) 
which have announced their support for DR dvizhenie. Under the aegis of the Democratic 
Russia Fund, an all-Russian newspaper will be published by the forces of this level. 
II. Second Level. The largest segment of this level will consist of regional people's 
deputies. The number of links on this level may be reduced in consideration of effective 
communication between levels and verticals. III. Third Level. The number of links on this 
level are unlimited: the more, the better ... The most important aspect of the movement's 
work will be to coordinate effective links between the levels. 
(Source. samizdat mimeograph of chart drawn by Victor Dmitriev of the DemRossiia 
Organizing Committee, dated Sept. 28, 1990.) 
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with pro-reform journalists, further reinforced the predominance of the 
Moscow group over Democratic Russia's Republic-wide leadership. Ar- 
ticles from the prolific pen of Inter-regional Group leader and nominal 
DemRossiia Co-Chair Gavriil Popov, for instance, appeared regularly in 
the popular weeklies Moskovskie novosti and Ogonek, both of which 
circulated widely in the RSFSR. This "stratification of audiences" re- 
inforced the movement's internal circle of dependence throughout 1990 
and 1991, preventing other political entrepreneurs from accumulating 
"political capital" outside of restricted, localized circles of activists.87 

In summary, a handful of charismatic, counter-elite political entrepre- 
neurs and their allies in the MOI core, having amassed a unique stock of 
political capital and controlling connections between radical reformers 
in the soviets and pro-democracy grassroots associations, replicated the 
vertical-estate pattern of Soviet political life within the heart of the 
democratic movement. This pattern in turn reinforced a conventional 
modus operandi of relative privilege, with prominent specialists deferred 
to by lesser-known specialists and lesser-known specialists deferred to 
by what Gavriil Popov derisively called "lumpen democrats."88 When 
so-called "lumpen democrats" decided to act on their own, they found 
themselves quickly marginalized from access to movement decision- 
making processes. 

The informal power of highly placed elite rebels to manipulate the spe- 
cialist estate's legacy of status fetishism in maintaining hegemony over 
the movement greatly exaggerated the subordination of organizational 
form to informal networks and charismatic figures typical of social 
movements. Moreover, it reinforced the Soviet pattern of vertical, patri- 
monial politics within the democratic movement. The centripetal force 
coalescing this patrimonial politics, of course, remained Yeltsin, the 
charismatic symbol of an alternative, "national-Russian" authority op- 
posed to "Soviet-communist" officialdom. The plebiscitarian acclama- 
tion of Yeltsin as Russia's first-ever democratically elected president in 
June 1991 legitimated his charismatic hegemony and cemented his in- 
formal patrimonial authority to select movement proteges and guide 
movement strategy, though he remained nominally "above" organiza- 
tional politics. 

The above analysis implicitly frames the logic of pro-democracy mobi- 
lization in perestroika-era Russia along lines suggested in the political 
process model of social movements developed by Doug McAdam, Sid- 
ney Tarrow, and others. Political process models analyze social move- 
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ments by linking changes in an established order to new opportunities 
for political action, the ability of actors to appropriate resources in 
taking advantage of these opportunities, and the types of social solid- 
arities and movement organizations that arise from the process of 
mobilization. All of these dimensions have been analyzed above. Ini- 
tially, the logic of the perestroika reforms - intended to revitalize Soviet 
socialism by mobilizing specialists behind the reform program - em- 
powered professionals and Party reformers by giving them opportunities 
to create autonomous associational forms and contest partocratic 
hegemony in key formal organizations. This aggravated the diffusion of 
partocratic - that is, patrimonial - authority underway since the 1960s, 
as the top-down pattern of social mobilization unexpectedly triggered 
the specialist rebellion and then the formation of DemRossiia, a coun- 
ter-elite vehicle for rallying "the united opposition" from above against 
the conservative majority of a partocracy fundamentally weakened by 
Gorbachev's purges and reforms. As we have seen, holders of both elite 
and middle positions had marked situational advantages in appropriat- 
ing resources in challenging the Party nomenklatura. As this process 
unfolded, widespread frustration with authoritarian rule and stagnant 
career prospects combined with the international demonstration effects 
of perceived Western prosperity and successful rebellion in other regions 
of the Soviet bloc to augment an "anti-political" form of solidaristic 
insurgency against "the partocracy" among relatively privileged special- 
ists and Party reformers. 

The ability of strategically placed holders of elite and middle positions to 
render a disproportionate influence in mobilizing social movements has, 
of course, been widely observed in Western democracies. The question 
then arises: is the political process model - developed on the basis of the 
empirical study of social movements in Western societies - a sufficient 
analytical framework for explaining social movements in late-commu- 
nist Russia? The answer to this question is no. Explanatory sufficiency in 
reconstructing the logic of the specialist rebellion and its consequences 
necessitates the articulation of the political process model with an insti- 
tutional analysis of industrial patrimonialism as a culture of authority. 

Why? First and foremost, the absence of an autonomous public sphere 
in Soviet society meant that individuals and collective actors had no 
experience forming organizations to articulate interests politically. 
Rather, individuals were forced to pursue particularistic strategies of 
cultivating patrons and discrete informal networks in order to maximize 
individual life-chances. The lack of institutional outlets for either public- 
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interest articulation or the creation of voluntary associations and autono- 
mous organizations created environmental conditions radically distinct 
from those shaping organizational behavior and collective action in the 
pluralistic organizational environments of Western Europe and North 
America.89 The autocratic repression of public activity and the ubiquity 
of patron-client relations and economic dependency under Party-state 
domination segmented social relations vertically. Individuals and collec- 
tive actors were thus socialized to relate by means of informal networks 
based on propinquity and hierarchal connections, rather than on the 
basis of horizontal patterns of solidarity and the public, political articu- 
lation of interests, subordinating the dynamics of class formation to 
particularistic status.90 

These environmental conditions had tremendous consequences both in 
constraining solidaristic relations within DemRossiia, and in shaping 
the organizational forms generated by the movement. First, the absence 
of organizational pluralism in Soviet-era Russia meant that specialists 
had very little practical experience either creating or running autono- 
mous organizations. Those elite professionals and Party reformers who 
did have organizational experience, on the other hand, were disposed to 
rely on discrete, elite-embedded networks, and tended to reproduce the 
pattern of vertical patronage politics typical of Soviet officialdom, even 
when they rhetorically embraced democratic values. These environmen- 
tal conditions favored the emergence of an informal, vertical hierarchy 
of charismatic, elite political entrepreneurs within the context of a top- 
down mobilization of broad segments of the specialist stratum inside and 
outside the Party against "the partocracy." Thus opposition leaders 
tended to approach electoral campaigns solely as plebiscites against 
"the partocracy," rather than as exercises in democratic institution- 
building. 

Additionally, the lack of organizational experience and the political dis- 
enfranchisement of the specialist stratum favored populist, utopian con- 
ceptions of democratization and "marketization" over the pragmatic 
politics of interest-group representation among DemRossiia's politically 
active base of pro-democracy specialists. The movement as a social- 
political environment generated an anarchic, amateurish "anti-politics" 
at the grassroots level, derided by erstwhile DemRossiia Co-Chair Po- 
pov as "lumpen democracy." This chaotic and amorphous pattern of 
grassroots "anti-politics" was easily steered from above by the informal, 
vertical network of counter-elite political entrepreneurs who monopo- 
lized the strategic development of the democratic movement as a whole. 
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Thus a symbiotic dynamic within the movement between the vertical 
politics of elite political entrepreneurship, and a decentralized grassroots 
"anti-politics" based on propinquity and informal networks, worked 
against the emergence of democratic organizations capable of politically 
constructing broader class or national interests.91 The declaration of 
"sovereignty" and "the superiority of the laws of the RSFSR" over those 
of the U.S.S.R. by the Russian Supreme Soviet on June 12, 1990 both 
irrevocably inscribed this dynamic onto the developmental trajectory of 
DemRossiia by linking its fate to the Yeltsin counter-elite's push to 
overthrow the partocracy, and formalized the logic of feudalization in 
Russia proper by encouraging similar actions by regional power centers, 
as in Chechnia in the fall of 1991.92 

Farewell to the specialist estate, or, a requiem for DemRossiia 

In August 1991, the counter elite - now grouped around Yeltsin's presi- 
dential apparatus in the RSFSR government - reaped the fruit of dual 
power at the local and republican levels. Dual power had by this time 
brought partocratic organizational capacities to the brink of collapse. 
The attempt of the so-called State Committee for the State of Emergency 
(GKChP) to seize power and restore partocratic hegemony between the 
nineteenth and twenty-first of August brought the process of patrimonial 
disintegration to a head, as key officials in the apparat chain of com- 
mand wavered in obeying the orders of the GKChP to suppress Yeltsin's 
Russian administration. Yeltsin's evasion of arrest on the morning of the 
nineteenth and his subsequent call on military and security personnel to 
"remain loyal to the legal government of the Russian Republic" thus 
unexpectedly decapitated the remnants of partocratic rule in the Soviet 
Union, triggering a full-blown political revolution that culminated in the 
abolition of the Soviet Union in December 1991.93 

The postrevolutionary turn of the Yeltsin government toward a series of 
shifting, ad hoc compromises with regional and industrial fractions of 
the managerial nomenklatura - effected in part to carry out a rapid 
dismantling of Soviet federal structures and pave the way for the launch- 
ing of the so-called "shock therapy" reforms in January 1992 - triggered 
the last act of the feudalization of industrial-patrimonial authority per- 
ceptible since the days of Leonid Brezhnev. From this point forward, 
Yeltsin's weak central government - legitimated by a curious combi- 
nation of plebiscites and a series of brokered compromises with elite 
fragments - would find itself mired in a low-intensity struggle for posi- 
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tion with regional political, agricultural, and industrial notables of the 
former apparat, a struggle whose feudalizing logic can be seen in the 
flurry of postrevolutionary declarations of "sovereignty" engineered by 
regional officials. The Chechen disaster epitomizes the downward spiral 
of feudalization in postrevolutionary Russia, underscoring the exceed- 
ingly difficult phase of post-imperial nation-building confronting the 
Kremlin's latest occupants. 

The disintegrative dynamics of postcommunist Russian politics swiftly 
engulfed the 1989-91 democratic movement. The viability of DemRos- 
siia's "layer-cake" organization depended above all on the counter- 
elite's ability to rally the movement from above in a "negative" fashion 
against the specter of "partocratic restoration."94 The collapse of "the 
counterrevolution" in August 1991 removed this specter, and with it, the 
rationale of negative unity. In late 1991, Yeltsin exacerbated matters by 
withdrawing the "positive" unifying force of his leadership, all but aban- 
doning DemRossiia to fend for itself as he passed over the core of 
DemRossiia organizational leaders in appointing his post-August gov- 
ernment of economic technocrats and turned to a postrevolutionary 
compromise with managerial segments of the nomenklatura in order to 
dismantle the Soviet Union and implement "shock therapy" by decree. 

The importance of tracking the postrevolutionary fate of various appa- 
rat segments cannot be overemphasized in this regard. For instance, 
David Lane and Cameron Ross stress discontinuities between what they 
call "the Soviet political elite" and the post-August Yeltsin government 
by showing that few former high Party leaders found their way into the 
latter.95 However, discontinuity looks more like continuity when one 
shifts one's attention from the partocracy per se to the broader mana- 
gerial nomenklatura. The Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences, for instance, reported in 1994 that 74 percent of Yeltsin 
governmental appointees were former nomenklaturshchiki.96 

Yeltsin's postrevolutionary modus operandi ensured the swift fragmen- 
tation of the democratic movement in the wake of "the August Revolu- 
tion." At DemRossiia's Second Congress in November 1991, several proto- 
parties withdrew from the movement in an ostensible dispute over "the 
national question," though nascent fissures over internal movement or- 
ganization, "nomenklatura privatization" and Yeltsin's drift toward per- 
sonal rulership also contributed. By February 1992, DemRossiia found 
itself in disarray, unable to rally an effective grassroots protest campaign 
against the emerging anti-Yeltsin majority in the Russian Supreme So- 
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viet. Twenty months later, in the December 1993 elections to Russia's 
new, truncated parliament (the Duma), the remnants of the old Dem- 
Rossiia coalition - now burdened by the political fallout from Yeltsin's 
violent disbanding of the Russian Supreme Soviet - were humiliated by 
Zhirinovsky's neo-fascist Liberal-Democratic Party and an assortment 
of neo-communist groupings. 

The disintegration of the social base of the democratic movement - the 
specialist estate - and with it, of utopian dreams of rapid westernization, 
represents a final critical outcome of the immediate postrevolutionary 
period that must be factored into the analysis of the many weaknesses of 
nascent democratic forms in postcommunist Russia. Aleksei Kochetov 
emphasizes that, by 1993, the average specialist income had fallen below 
that of the average pension, that is, below the nominal poverty line. 
Indeed, V.I. Umov argues that by June 1993, only 10 percent of the 
former specialist estate in Russia could be considered "middle-class" 
specialists, that is, specialists with incomes above the nominal poverty 
line working in the new market sectors of the economy.97 

Specialists employed in the state-financed enterprises of the military 
industrial complex and in educational and public-health organizations 
have been especially hard-hit, with doctors, teachers, and engineers expe- 
riencing sharp and pronounced downward mobility. Indeed, the state- 
engineered character of the specialist stratum under communism and its 
dependence on state-organized economic redistribution rendered it par- 
ticularly vulnerable to the erosion of status and income under conditions 
of "shock-therapy," a far cry from the expectations of many specialists 
to transform their state-engineered status into a viable market - i.e., 
class - position. Instead, the harsh realities of "marketization" quickly 
dispelled the utopian hopes of DemRossiia activists for a rapid transi- 
tion to the "normal life" perceived in the West, as a large majority of 
specialists found themselves declasse losers under the economic reforms 
launched in January 1992. 

Ironically, the disintegration of the social base of the 1990-91 demo- 
cratic movement in the postcommunist period was a direct consequence 
of the very reforms championed by the political leadership of the spe- 
cialist rebellion. So who has been the primary beneficiary of economic 
reform in postcommunist Russia? Ironically enough, the economic-man- 
agerial wing of the old nomenklatura and its immediate apparat sub- 
ordinates: managers and economic administrators have both retained 
control of remaining state enterprises and dominated the privatization 
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process, re-engineering themselves as the dominant fragment of emer- 
gent Russian capital.98 Many would-be entrepreneurs with a professio- 
nal profile outside the managerial apparat only survived by using their 
computer and other technical skills to devise an ad hoc infrastructure 
to service demands for foreign outlets for mercantile capital, currency 
speculation, money-laundering, tax dodging, and other more mundane 
accounting, marketing, and information-processing needs of the new 
market-oligarchic interest alignments, as well as the needs of foreign 
businesses in Russia.99 

As conservative partocrats, pro-reform Party leaders and mobilized 
urban specialists struggled for power between 1988 and 1992, much of 
the managerial nomenklatura sat largely on the sidelines, positioning 
themselves in an opportunistic fashion for any number of outcomes to 
the revolutionary situation of the late-Gorbachev period.100 The de- 
struction of the conservative partocracy, the decline of the democratic 
movement, and the disintegration of the specialist estate all favored the 
emergence of managerial nomenklaturshchiki and regional apparatchiks 
as the de facto beneficiaries of the accelerating postrevolutionary devo- 
lution of power under conditions of "privatization." Rather than "free- 
market democracy," the shell-shocked remnants of the democratic 
movement could only watch as the denouement of feudalization empow- 
ered regional and economic bosses under conditions best described as an 
anarchic "political capitalism," the utilization of politically appointed or 
elected positions to accumulate wealth and create cartels and syndicates 
independent of effective federal regulation.101 Whether or not this devo- 
lution of apparat power and privilege augurs continued economic decline 
("Third-Worldization"), or a revitalization of the Russian economy, will 
depend on the outcome of a long interregnum in which "feudal" inter- 
ests will struggle mightily against attempts to rebuild state authority and 
impose "legal rationality" on a federation-wide scale. In the meantime, 
Russia can expect continuing instability, more Chechen-style peripheral 
warfare, and further plebiscitarian-patrimonial electoral campaigns 
mediated by shifting and tenuous elite and regional power blocs, as 
witnessed in the recent Yeltsin-Zhuganov presidential contest. 

Conclusion 

The outcome of feudalization under conditions of anarchic political 
capitalism underscores serious lacunae in the modernization/"middle- 
class" account of pro-democracy mobilization under perestroika. Those 
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who stressed the importance of "the Soviet middle class" - the specialist 
estate - for the analysis of political mobilization under perestroika iden- 
tified a group that played a key role in the political ferment of late- 
communist Russia. The conflation of this descriptive identification with 
an explanation of pro-democracy mobilization, however, leaves out key 
sides of the causal chain: the role of international demonstration effects 
in steering elite and specialist attitudes in a "westernizing" direction; the 
conjunctural logic of reform from above unintentionally fostering a 
revolutionary situation; the specific institutional context in which sub- 
jective perception evolved into political rebellion; and the centrality of 
elite political entrepreneurship in shaping revolutionary transformation 
in late- and postcommunist Russia. An analytic focus on these factors, 
in contrast, elucidates the symbiotic dynamic between elite power strug- 
gles and the pattern of specialist rebellion centered in high-technology 
enterprises and academic and scientific institutes that shaped Russia's 
1990-91 democratic movement. This symbiotic dynamic, in turn, tells us 
much about the weaknesses of nascent democratic forms and the tena- 
ciousness of Soviet-style patronage politics in postrevolutionary Russia, 
albeit altered by a new variant of plebiscitarian - as opposed to parto- 
cratic - industrial patrimonialism. 

In retrospect, the democratic movement's symbolic embrace of "democ- 
racy," "civil society," and "the market" in the last years of perestroika 
encouraged many observers to overlook the importance of institutional 
legacies as causal factors in the events that swept the Soviet Union into 
history. Moreover, preoccupation with context-neutral, functionalist as- 
sumptions about social change ("urbanization generates educated mid- 
dle classes," etc.), no matter how valid in a preliminary and descriptive 
sense, obscured the salience of international economic and ideological 
factors driving "the westernizing turn" among elite and specialist 
groups. As argued above, the appropriation of Western models as both 
utopian ideals and symbolic weapons in a struggle for political power 
and social transformation can be explained in terms of the ideological 
failure of Soviet socialism on its own terms: to overtake and surpass the 
West, whose technical and economic achievements were thus surrepti- 
tiously promoted by the very regime that demonized capitalism. That 
the institutional legacy of a disintegrating industrial patrimonialism, 
inscribed as disposition and mentality, would powerfully shape the trans- 
lation of this symbolic ideal and weapon into political practice should 
come as no surprise. Yet, in assuming "democratic attitudes" and nas- 
cent "civil society" followed as direct consequences of middle positions 
in Soviet society, any number of analysts obscured the role of both 
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institutional legacies and the legitimation crisis of Soviet ideology in 
shaping the links between systemic change and social action in late- 
communist Russia. In this way, an artificial analytic gap between struc- 
ture and action was created that both prematurely reified diffuse pro- 
democracy sentiments into non-existent democratic forms and assumed 
a continuity between the mentality of Soviet-era specialists and market- 
oriented professionals in the Western middle class. 

Both of these assumptions have quickly proved naive, forcing a re- 
engagement with the historical specificity of Russia's social world and 
the irreducible causal significance of conjunctural-institutional factors in 
shaping "the transition from socialism," whatever the latter turns out to 
be. The projection of an undifferentiated concept of "middle class" as an 
independent variable explaining outcomes thus not only fails in the 
Russian case; it obscures the institutional distinctiveness of the Soviet- 
era specialist estate and thus engenders misleading assumptions about 
the degree to which specialists constituted a viable carrier of democratic 
institutions and market relations in the postcommunist period. The com- 
parative significance of the role of the specialist estate in Russia's latest 
political revolution is thus of a very different sort than usually encoun- 
tered in modernization theory, as the correspondence of middle posi- 
tions with democratic activity often overlooks the monopolization of 
political entrepreneurship of whichever political stripe by holders of elite 
and middle positions. Apparent functional unity of mentality and posi- 
tion among divergent "middle classes" thus dissolves into a simple co- 
incidence of disproportionate opportunities for political entrepreneur- 
ship on the part of elite and middle groups across societies, combined 
with a great diversity of political mentalities in practice among various 
"middle classes." Why some middle groups and agents support democ- 
racy at one point - such as in late-communist Russia - and authoritari- 
anism at another point - such as in Hitler's Germany - thus becomes a 
question for historical analysis and conjunctural explanation. 
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of voluntary associations in the reform leadership's strategy, see Victoria E. Bonnell, 
"Voluntary associations in Gorbachev's reform program" in Geroge W. Breslauer, 
editor, Can Gorbachevs Reforms Succeed? (Berkeley: Center for Slavic and East 
European Studies, 1990), 63-76. 

41. By 1988, only seven regional Party leaders in office in 1982 remained at their posts 
(Gavin Helf, All the Russias: Center, Core and Periphery in Soviet and Post-Soviet 
Russia [Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Berkeley, 1994], 103). Helf's 
study presents a definitive account of Gorbachev's sweeping purge. 

42. "The same democratic reforms of 1987 and 1988 which threatened the system also 
radically altered the context of both Russian regional leaders and republican lead- 
ers, radically shifting their attention away from central politics and toward survival 
in their respective local political environments" (Helf, All the Russias, 136). Thus, 
purge from above orchestrated without the control mechanism of a centralized and 
disciplined repressive apparatus unintentionally accelerated feudalization, the very 
devolution of authority the purge was designed to check. 

43. Jack A. Goldstone, "Revolutions in world history" in J. Goldstone, editor, Revolu- 
tions: Theoretical, Comparative and Historical Studies (New York: Harcourt Brace, 
1994), 315-318. 

44. S. L. Seniavskii et al., Aktual'nye problemy istorii razvitogo sotsializma v SSSR (Mos- 
cow: Mysl', 1984), 182-195. 
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Sevast'ianov, "Intelligentsia: chto vperedi?" in Anatolii G. Vishnevskii, editor, V 
chelovecheskom izmerenii (Moscow: Progress, 1989), 171-172. 

46. Lane, Soviet Society, 162-176; and A. I. Levin, Nauchno-tekhnicheskii progress i 
lichnoe potreblenie (Moscow: Mysl', 1979), 87-111. 

47. Kerblay, Modern Soviet Society, 223-225. 
48. James R. Millar and Elizabeth Clayton, "Quality of life: Subjective measures of 

relative satisfaction" in J. Millar, editor, Politics, Work and Daily Life in the USSR 
(Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 56. 

49. For overviews of the magnitude of Soviet economic stagnation in the 1970s and 
1980s, see Padma Desai, The Soviet Economy: Problems and Prospects (Oxford, 
Basil Blackwell, 1987); and Jan Winiecki, "Are Soviet-type economies entering an 
era of long-term decline?" Soviet Studies 38 (1986): 325-348. 

50. George W. Breslauer, "On the adaptability of Soviet welfare-state authoritarianism" 
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in Karl W. Ryavec, editor, Soviet Society and the Communist Party (Amherst: Uni- 
versity of Massachusetts Press, 1978), 3-25. 

51. Reinhard Bendix, Force, Fate, and Freedom. On Historical Sociology (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984), 114-119; Andrew C. Janos, Politics 
and Paradigms. Changing Theories of Social Change in Social Science (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1986), 84-95. 

52. This argument, of course, needs elaboration and empirical demonstration to stand 
as an adequate explanation for the turn to reform in the Politburo; it is assumed 
here as adequate for purposes of the present exposition. For a game-theoretic 
explanation of the initial turn to economic reform along these lines that conceptu- 
alizes what I'm calling demonstration effects in terms of relative advantages, see 
Victor Nee and Peng Lian, "Sleeping with the enemy: A dynamic model of declining 
political commitment in state socialism," Theory and Society 23 (1994): 253-296. 

53. Interview with "Marta Nadezhnova," a pseudonym for an interviewee who wished 
to remain anonymous. 

54. Above all, relative deprivation theory offers "no explanation of how individual 
psychological discontent is transformed into organized collective action." McAdam, 
Political Process, 15. 

55. For an account of Yeltsin's 1987 removal as Moscow Party Chief, see Seweryn Bialer, 
"The Yeltsin affair: The dilemma of the left in Gorbachev's revolution," in S. Bialer, 
editor, Politics, Society and Nationality inside Gorbachev's Russia, 91-119. Sources for 
the above two paragraphs include Berezovskii et al. Rossiia. partiia, 95; John 
Morrison, Boris Yeltsin. From Bolshevik to Democrat (London and New York: 
Dutton, 1991), 89; the samizdat bulletin Panorama No. 2 (1989): 15; Pribylovskii, 
Slovar' 43; and Boris N. Yeltsin, Against the Grain. An Autobiography (New York 
and London: Summit, 1990), 57-60. 
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57. Sources for the above include the samizdat bulletins Ekspress-Khronika (March 26, 
1989): 1, and Panorama No. 1 (1989): 9, 11; Ol'sevich Vesna 89, 218; and interviews 
with Vladimir Bokser and Mikhail Schneider. 

58. Sources for the above two paragraphs include Berezovskii et al., Rossiia. partii, 19, 
93; Moskovskie novosti (Feb. 12 1989): 14, and (Feb. 19 1989): 9; and the samizdat 
bulletin Grazhdanskoe obshchestvo No. 18 (Feb. 1989): 1-2. 

59. Interview with Galina Starovoitova. 
60. Sources include Moskovskie novosti (Feb. 12 1989): 2, and interviews with Vladimir 

Lysenko and Galina Starovoitova. 
61. Interview with Viacheslav Igrunov, then active in Memorial, the Popular Front 

movement, and the Moscow Information Exchange, an informal samizdat archive 
maintained by opposition activists. 

62. Angus Roxburgh, The Second Russian Revolution. The Struggle for Power in the 
Kremlin (London: BBC Books, 1991), 128. 

63. See L. G. Byzov et al., "Reflections of sociologists on the political reforms," Soviet 
Sociology 30 (1991): 26-42, for a summary of survey data. A series of rallies of 
upwards of 100,000 people at Moscow's Luzhniki stadium endorsed by Yeltsin and 
Sakharov kicked off the cycle of mass protest; the first rally was held on May 21. See 
Ekspress-Khronika (May 28 1989): 1, (June 4 1989): 1, and (June 18 1989): 1; and 
Panorama No. 5 (1989): 2. For an overview of democratization within professional 
associations after 1985, see Darrell Slider, "The first independent Soviet interest 
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Sedaitis, editors, Petrestroika from Below: Social Movements in the Soviet Union 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1991), 145-164. 

64. Panorama No. 3 (1989): 2, summarizes the origins of the MDG. Over the course of 
the next six months, the MDG's "official" membership totaled 268, with an addi- 
tional 100-140 deputies working on its periphery (Pribylovskii, Slovar', 37). For the 
impact - in effect, an "intra-empire" demonstration effect - of the Baltic Popular 
Fronts on Russian politics, see Jonathan Aves, "The evolution of independent 
political movements after 1988" in G. Hosking et al., The Road to Post-Communism, 
29-66. 

65. Interview with MDG and future DemRossiia leader Il'ia Zaslavskii. 
66. Interview with Il'ia Zaslavskii. 
67. For two very different accounts of the history of the Moscow Popular Front, see 

Duncan, "The rebirth of politics," and Boris Kagarlitsky, Farewell Perestroika: A 
Soviet Chronicle, (London and New York: Verso, 1990). 

68. Interviews with Vladimir Bokser, Memorial organizer Viacheslav Igrunov, and MDG 
deputy and Sakharov confidant Galina Starovoitova. 

69. Berezovskii et al., Rossiia: partii, 95; Pribylovskii, Slovar', 42-45; and an interview 
with Vladimir Bokser. 

70. Interview with Lev Ponomarev. Two of the seven original members of the "MOI 
core" - Bogdanov and Bokser - were CPSU members at the time. 

71. Only one of the 13 parties that joined DemRossiia in 1990-91 - the Democratic Party 
of Russia (DPR) - survived the 5 percent threshold set in the December 1993 elections 
for apportionment of seats on a party-list basis in the new Russian Duma (Darrell 
Slider et al., "Political tendencies in Russia's regions: Evidence from the 1993 
parliamentary elections," Slavic Review 53 [1994]: 711-732). Even so, the DPR barely 
managed to clear the 5 percent hurdle, and functioned as a minor parliamentary 
faction between January 1994 and its fall 1995 absorption into the nationalist "Con- 
gress of Russian Communities" led by former Lieutenant-General Alexander Lebed'. 

72. Interview with Pavel Kudiukin. See Sergei Mitrokhin, "Fenomen protopartii," Vek 
XX i mir no. 10 (1991): 24-28, for "the proto-party phenomenon." 

73. Interview with Democratic Party of Russia organizer Il'ia Roitman. 
74. Interview with "Marta Nadezhnova," a pseudonym for an interviewee who wished 

to remain anonymous. 
75. Peter J. S. Duncan, "The return of St. Petersburg" in G. Hosking et al., The Road to 

Post-Communism, 121-137, summarizes the history of the Leningrad Popular Front. 
76. See Ogonek No. 6 (1990) for the founding proclamation of the Democratic Russia 

voter bloc. 
77. Interview with Mikhail Shneider. 
78. Interview with DemRossiia activist Aleksei Kashirin. 
79. Panorama No. 6 (1990): 3. 
80. DemRossiia's Moscow campaign is analyzed in Colton, "The politics of democra- 

tization." For analyses of the amorphous character of the DR parliamentary bloc, 
see Panorama No. 7 (1990): 2. Michael E. Urban, "Boris El'tsin," details the role of 
DemRossiia in Yeltsin's assent to Russian Supreme Soviet Chair. See Pravda (May 
17 1990): 1, for data on Party members among CPD-RSFSR deputies. 

81. Interviews with various DemRossiia members. For more on the founding of Dem- 
Rossiia as electoral bloc in January 1990 and as social-political movement in 
October 1990, see Yitzhak M. Brudny, "The dynamics of 'Democratic Russia', 
1990-1993," Post-Soviet Affairs 9 (1993): 141-170; and Fish, Democracy from Scratch, 
109-136. 
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82. Interview with Leonid Bogdanov. 
83. Mitrokhin, "Fenomen protopartii," 26. 
84. Interview with "Sergei Stikhiinskii" (a pseudonym used at the request of the 

interviewee), a leader of a district-level community group in Moscow (Brateevo) 
associated with DemRossiia who evinced little sympathy for the MOI core. 

85. Interview with Galina Starovoitova. 
86. Interview with Yuri Afanas'ev. 
87. I follow Nicos Mouzelis (Sociological Theory: What Went Wrong?, 201) in defining 

political capital as "the capacity for mobilizing resources that are directly or indi- 
rectly related to party or state power in differentiated, complex societies." 

88. See Popov's four-part series on the democratic movement of 1989-1991 entitled 
"August 1991," published in Izvestiia in August 1992, for his interpretation of the 
positive role of "pragmatic professionals" contra the negative influence of "lumpen 
democrats" in the movement. In an interview, MOI core member Leonid Bogdanov 
expressed frustration with the negative political consequences of Popov's off-hand 
descriptions of DemRossiia as a "lumpenized organization." 

89. Roger Friedland and Robert R. Alford, "Bringing society back in: Symbols, practi- 
ces, and institutional contradictions" in Water W. Powell and Paul J. DiMaggio, 
editors, The New Institutionalism in Organizational Analysis (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1991), 232-263, stress the importance of comparatively 
framing how "historically specific institutional contradictions," operative at the 
societal level, shape organizational behavior. 

90. For an elaboration of this analysis, see Marc Garcelon, "The shadow of the levia- 
than: Public and private in communist and postcommunist society" in Jeff Wein- 
traub and Krishan Kumar, editors, Public and Private in Thought and Practice. 
Perspectives on a Grand Dichotomy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 
303-332. 

91. For a related argument, see Ken Jowitt, "The Leninist legacy" in Jowitt, New World 
Disorder, 284-305. In his otherwise perceptive study Democracy from Scratch, Fish 
frames the organizational problems of the 1989-1991 democratic movement solely in 
terms of the movement's internally anarchic "hyper-democracy," thus missing the 
symbiotic dynamic between informally centralized counter-elite leadership and 
grassroots "anti-politics" that drove DemRossiia. This dynamic can only be grasped 
in terms of the institutional legacy of industrial patrimonialism. 

92. For the text of the RSFSR's declaration of sovereignty, see Sovetskaia Rossiia (June 
14, 1990): 1. 

93. Published excerpts from the interrogations of surviving GKChP leaders reveal the 
degree to which coup instigators overestimated the loyalty of subordinates; Izvestiia 
(Oct. 10. 1991): 7. See also the interview with the commander of the Soviet Air Force, 
Yevgenii Shaposhnikov, who early on tilted the Air Force toward the Yeltsin govern- 
ment, in Victoria E. Bonnell et al., editors, Russia at the Barricades. Eyewitness 
Accounts of the August 1991 Coup (Armonk, New York, and London: M. E. Sharpe, 
1994), 201-208. In an interview, DemRossiia leader Il'ia Zaslavskii frankly acknowl- 
edged as "minor" the movement's role in actually toppling the regime between the 
nineteenth and the twenty-first of August. 

94. Igor Kliamkin's article "The party of 'us' and the party of 'them'" (Demokratiche- 
skaia Rossiia [No. 1 1991]: 8-9) exemplifies the logic of negative unity. 

95. David Lane and Cameron Ross, "The changing composition and structure of the 
political elites" in Lane, editor, Russia in Transition. Politics, Privatization and In- 
equality (London and New York: Longman, 1995), 52-75. 
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96. Irina Savvateyeva, "Does the new elite derive from the old nomenklatura? About 
those who rule us," Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press 46 (June 15, 1994): 8. 
Hanley et al., "Russia - Old wine in new bottles?" 659-666, provide statistical 
evidence of a "power bloc" of former state-enterprise managers, who constituted 
37.3 percent of "the new state elite" in the post-1992 Russian administration. 

97. Aleksei N. Kochetov, "Istoki 'novoi' sotsial'noi struktury," Svobodnaia nysl' no. 9 
(1993): 67-68; and V. I. Umov, "Rossiiskii srednii klass," 33-34. 

98. A comprehensive survey of 2,000 members of Russia's old and new elites completed 
between 1990 and 1993 has provided a wealth of statistical evidence confirming the 
reproduction of the managerial nomenklatura and the ascent of the economic- 
managerial apparat in the postcommunist period. Carried out by an international 
research team including Ivan Szelenyi, Donald Treiman, Edmund Wnuk-Lipinski, 
and others, the results of this survey are presented in the special issue of Theory and 
Society on "Reproduction vs. Circulation of Elites during the Postcommunist Trans- 
formation of Eastern Europe" (Theory and Society 24 [1995], 615-802). This survey 
demonstrates that 92.1 percent of managers of state-enterprises in 1993 had been 
either nomenklaturshchiki (66.6 percent) or managers or administrators directly 
below the nomenklatura rank (25.5 percent) in 1988. More importantly, in 1993, 79.6 
percent of manager/owners in the new private sector had been either nomenkla- 
turshchiki (37.6 percent) or managers or administrators directly below the nomenkla- 
tura rank (42 percent) circa 1988 (Hanley et al., "Russia - Old wine in a new bottle?" 
657-659). Hanley and associates call the ascent of the managerial apparat after 1991 
"the revolution of the deputies," that is, the revolution of apparat-plenipotentiaries 
against the top partocratic elite. 

99. Lilia Babaeva, "Rossiiskii predprinimatel': mezhdu vchera i zavtra," Segodnia (Jan. 
4 1994): 10. 

100. A game-theoretic model of the incentives favoring "opportunism" on the part of 
"economic bureaucrats" in periods of economic reform under communism is offered 
by Victor Nee and Peng Lian, "Sleeping with the enemy." 

101. Max Weber's concept of political capitalism has enjoyed a renaissance of sorts in 
recent work on postcommunism, though the link to Weber's comparative approach 
to historical forms of capitalism is not always explicitly drawn; see Borocz and 
R6na-Tas, "Small leap forward," 760-762; and Jadwiga Staniszkis, The Dynamics of 
the Breakthrough in Eastern Europe. The Polish Experience (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
and Oxford: University of California Press, 1991), 38-72. Randall Collins, "Introduc- 
tion" to Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (Los Angeles: 
Roxbury, 1996), vii-xxxiii, presents an excellent summary discussion of the Weberian 
problematic of "comparative capitalisms." 
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